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Welcome to

ROBERTSON
We’re one of the largest family-owned construction,
infrastructure and support services businesses in the UK, and
we apply the same principles to every aspect of our business
today that we did over fifty years ago when Bill Robertson set
up his joinery firm in Elgin.
Over the years our sustainable growth has enabled us to
invest in our business, the future of people and communities,
and to deliver on major projects, housing schemes and
facilities management for customers nationally.
Our scale gives us the ability to accept big challenges, and
build deep, mutually beneficial partner relationships. At the
same time we think locally, working with stakeholders and
the supply chain to deliver services and infrastructure that will
stand the test of time.
Ultimately, everything we do is about making progress safely
towards a sustainable future for our people, communities and
our business.
It’s the Robertson Way.
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An experienced

PROJECT PARTNER
As a national business working with local stakeholders and supply chains
we provide customers with the expertise to invest, develop, construct
and maintain across the whole built environment lifecycle.
Robertson Construction
Our wide-ranging expertise and capabilities let us
bring together the right team for your project, from
refurbishment and regeneration projects to large scale
construction developments.
Working across sectors including commercial, education,
food and drink, healthcare, residential, hospitality, PRS
and student accommodation, we offer best value for
customers and do it in a responsible and sustainable way.
In 2020 we were proud to deliver projects that make a
real difference to our customers and their communities
including:
– RAF Lossiemouth Strategic Facility – a £100 million
development for Boeing that is home to the new fleet of
Poseidon MRA Mk1 maritime patrol aircraft.
— Ada Belfield Centre – a 40-bed care home designed
and built to the latest dementia-friendly standards
for Derbyshire County Council, in a UNESCO World
Heritage site.
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— Inverness Justice Centre – the first of its kind, with
court and support services under one roof to provide a
more integrated and efficient justice system.

Robertson Facilities Management
Our team of over 1,500 people delivers hard and soft FM
and energy services for single and multi-site contracts –
over 5,500 buildings – throughout the UK.
Our single and total service packages maximise value
and building performance in the commercial, residential,
education, hospitality and healthcare sectors, and focus
on safe working practices, a sustainable approach and
user experience.

Robertson Capital Projects
Our project management and investment teams work
with public sector customers and private sector financiers
to deliver high quality infrastructure and developments
across a range of sectors.
We focus on mitigating risk and driving value, ensuring
your project is clearly scoped, accurately budgeted and
effectively resourced and managed at every stage — from
design, pre-construction and construction to facilities
maintenance management.

Robertson Property
Using a combination of the Group’s own equity and thirdparty capital, Robertson Property initiates, develops and
delivers hotels, student accommodation, private rented
residential, serviced apartment blocks, roadside retail,
and leisure-led town centre and mixed-use development
opportunities across Scotland, northern England,
Yorkshire and the East Midlands.

Robertson Timber Engineering
We design, manufacture and erect precision-engineered
timber for our new build homes in Scotland – delivered
by Robertson Homes, Robertson Partnership Homes
and Robertson Living and including private, social and
affordable housing.

Robertson Civil Engineering
Our civil engineering team has been supporting our
nation-wide businesses since 2012. In that time we’ve
shown ourselves to be innovative and creative thinkers
who find ways to do things better without compromising
on quality, and deliver high-performance buildings and
infrastructure no matter the project scale or complexity.
Visit robertson.co.uk for more information on what
we do and our recent projects.
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Assuring

A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
Working responsibly

Sustainability throughout the supply chain

Being socially, economically and environmentally
responsible in all that we do is crucial to the success we
have achieved to date, and to the continued sustainability
of our business. Our Responsible Business 2030 strategy
has three core themes, each aligned to UN Sustainable
Development Goals.

In 2019 we became one of only 72 ‘Gold’ level members
out of the 12,500+ registered with the Supply Chain
Sustainability School, putting us in the top 1% of built
environment professionals in the UK — a reflection of
our commitment to driving awareness in sustainability
issues, from fairness and inclusion to waste and wellbeing,
something we continue to champion.

• Our people: enhance the lives of 10,000 people .
• Our partners: create £1bn social value.
• Our planet: become climate positive — by 2030.

Verified carbon neutral
In June 2018, we became one of the first in the built
environment sector to be accredited as a carbon neutral
company. From 2015 to 2020 we reduced our intensity by
40.87%, and offset our remaining footprint through local
and international initiatives that deliver social value. We’ve
set Science Based Targets to reduce emissions by a further
30% by 2030, in line with global ambitions.

Our commitment to sustainable growth
SEPA (The Scottish Environmental Protection Agency)
has formed a three-year partnership with Robertson.
This Sustainable Growth Agreement (SGA) is the first in
Scotland to focus on environmental performance across
an entire supply chain. It will mean both organisations
can evolve new and innovative processes around supply
chain engagement and development, with Robertson
setting clear benchmarks, enhancing awareness and
knowledge, and increasing environmental performance.

Decarbonisation: How we’re making a positive impact

2018

Robertson accredited
as a carbon neutral
company.

40.87%

reduction on carbon
emissions intensity 2019–
2020 vs 2014–2015 baseline.

96.3%

waste diversion
from landfill.
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Communities: leaving a lasting legacy
Social value matters
We’re passionate about having a positive effect on
communities. Whether it’s delivering much-needed
infrastructure, investing locally in talent and skills, or
working with our customers, suppliers and partners to
support the local and national economy, we take pride in
transforming places knowing there is a greater purpose to
what we do.
We understand that quality of life in any community is
closely linked to taking pride in places and buildings.

21
CCS National Site
Awards received

That’s why we work on projects that mean a lot to
people, such as schools and nurseries – creating learning
opportunities along the way and making sure we do it
sustainably.
Because we are a family business with strong roots in
our own community, it’s important to us that we make
a positive social impact everywhere we work to help
communities flourish in the future.

19,659

258

people benefited from
364 activities bespoke to local needs
and stakeholders in 2019–2020

people completed work
placements

40.55

121

72

46

125

average CCS
score versus 36.88
industry average

early years and
primary school
activities with
6,673 pupils

employability and
community group
activities with
2,959 people

college/university
activities with
1,462 students

secondary school
activities with
8,550 pupils
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CASE STUDIES
The following case studies are just a small selection
of the projects and sectors we have been involved with,
to view more please visit:
www.robertson.co.uk/projects

As one of the largest family-owned
construction, infrastructure and
support services business in the UK, we
have a long history in the higher and
further education sectors with over 150
completed education projects.
Our expertise has included new build
work as well as complex, multi-phased
refurbishment and reconfiguration
projects to upgrade and expand teaching,
research and social spaces at some of the
UK’s top educational institutions.

We work in partnership with your
universities or college to listen to and
understand your vision and strategic
needs, so we can deliver the infrastructure
and facilities you need.
We have the experience and knowledge
to deliver these projects safely, smoothly
and efficiently, in live environments where
the safety of our people and yours is our
priority, and teaching and learning can’t
be interrupted.
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Science Teaching Hub,
Aberdeen
CUSTOMER: The University of Aberdeen
Robertson is constructing a cutting-edge Science Teaching
Hub for the University of Aberdeen. Sitting on the edge
of the Old Aberdeen campus it is part of an ambitious
regeneration plan that will maintain the university’s status as a
world-class institution.
It has been designed for specialist teaching, training and
learning for students across a number of disciplines including
chemistry, medical sciences, biological sciences and
geosciences. Teaching and laboratory space is provided across
three floors with a plant room on the fourth.
The building is focused on providing the best possible learning
experience for science students with hi-tech, multi-functional
teaching and learning areas, and a central atrium to inspire
collaboration and for community events.
The flexible laboratory spaces facilitate access for schools to
encourage engagement with STEM activities, with large ground
floor windows giving passers-by a glimpse of science in action.
Off- site manufacturing includes precast flooring, cladding,
fencing, recyclable windows and M&E services – increasing
safety and efficiency while reducing disruption on site.

£20

million

Key facts
• 6,799 m2 / 73,194 sq ft internal floor area.
• Four-floor development: three floors of teaching
space and one for plant.
• 20-year partnership between Robertson and The
University of Aberdeen.
• Fully digitised learning space.
• Advanced laboratories mirroring the facilities
found in the workplace and industry.

opening

2022
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National Robotarium, Edinburgh

CUSTOMER: Heriot-Watt University and The University of Edinburgh
Robertson is constructing the
National Robotarium — a first for
the UK and a key step towards
establishing Edinburgh as the data
capital of Europe.
With the existing facilities
constrained by space, the new
3,716 m2 / 40,000 sq ft building will
accommodate three distinct research
and development areas – robotics
and autonomous systems, human
and robotics interaction, and high
precision manufacturing. These
spaces will be arranged around a full
height, multi-functional forum that
can be used for collaborative working
and knowledge sharing, as well as
social and events.

meets strict criteria for supporting
occupants’ health, wellbeing and
productivity.
The building’s design has a focus on
sustainability and energy efficiency.
In winter, the intelligent facade will
provide solar heat and recycle warm
air, while a solar PV array will be
installed on the roof. An external
ecological zone will integrate
sustainable urban drainage systems.

“The new building will facilitate a
collaborative approach that is at the
heart of the National Robotarium’s ethos,
accelerating research from laboratory to
market and paving the way for the UK to
take a leadership role in AI and robotics
technology.”

Professor Helen Hastie,
Joint Academic Lead of the National
Robotarium

To stimulate public engagement,
luminaire technology and an exterior
projector will display graphics on the
facade.

‘Living labs’ in the facility allow for
trialling of technology in a realistic
home setting.
The building will be certified to
‘Fitwel’ standards, meaning its design

£22.4
million

completion

2022
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Sedgefield Community College, Stockton-on-Tees

CUSTOMER: Laidlaw Foundation
Robertson is constructing an innovative teaching
and leadership centre at the award-winning
Sedgefield Community College, part of the
Newcastle-based multi-academy trust, Laidlaw
Schools Trust (LST).
This new state-of-the-art facility has been
designed by ADP Architects in partnership with
Durham University. As well as providing muchneeded additional classroom space for the
College, it is becoming the training hub for Durham
University’s PGCE secondary school teachertraining students, enabling them to learn from
subject leaders in the immersive setting of an
‘outstanding’ school.

A time capsule was buried by head boy, William James, head girl, Hannah Savage and
deputy head girl, Bethany Howarth.

Outstanding facilities for learning
The new building features an auditorium, five
classroom spaces and communal space with a
servery, office and toilets, over two storeys.
These facilities mean that the existing PGCE
training programme can be extended across
all disciplines to benefit up to 120 students.
The facility will also benefit from a complete
replacement of plant, building services and
controls, bringing facilities up to modern,
energy-efficient standards.

£3.2

million

completion

2021

120

STUDENTS
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Advanced Computing Facility,
Edinburgh
CUSTOMER: The University of Edinburgh
Robertson completed an extension to The University of
Edinburgh’s Advanced Computing Facility (ACF) at the Easter
Bush Campus, where EPCC, the University’s supercomputing
centre, operates many of the UK’s national data research
services.
The new building houses the Edinburgh International Data
Facility (EIDF), which is part of Edinburgh’s drive to become the
data capital of Europe.
The facility was designed and built for high resiliency, energy
efficiency and flexibility. It incorporates innovative water cooling
for equipment that is traditionally air cooled, making it one of
the most efficient computer rooms possible.
It can host up to 270 cabinets, giving the EIDF and the DataDriven Innovation programme a platform on which to grow over
the next 10 years.
“Despite all of the challenges of 2020, Robertson delivered an excellent
new home for the EIDF. I’ve been impressed throughout the process – we
installed the first IT equipment the day after receiving the keys — a very
successful project for all concerned.”

Professor Mark Parsons, Director of EPCC

£15

million

completed

2021
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AMRC North West, Preston
CUSTOMER: The University of Sheffield
This dedicated Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre — AMRC North West — in Preston will boost
Lancashire’s reputation as one of the UK’s most
innovative regions for advanced manufacturing and
extends the AMRC’s footprint across the North.
The 3-storey facility combines a modern office
workspace with a flexible, high-tech workshop facility. A
triple-height atrium forms a social hub.
The building comprises a steel frame with an envelope
of cladding and brickwork complemented by feature
glazing. Internally, the structural frame is exposed in
areas, with metal panelling following the line of the steel.
An extensive skylight above the large atrium creates an
open, light-filled space for employees
and visitors.
With more than 80% of orders placed with local supply
chains and SMEs as construction started, the facility is
already delivering on its ambitions to help strengthen
the local economy.

Key facts
• 4,500 m2 floor area and 16 m building height.
• 3-storey office and meeting space.
• 2 double-height specialist research workshops with
overhead cranes.
• 80-vehicle car park, service yard, fuel storage and
landscaping.

“The new facility will be a catalyst for inward
investment, supporting businesses to innovate,
drive up productivity, and lead manufacturing
towards a smart, sustainable and resilient future.”
Steve Foxley CEO, University of Sheffield AMRC

£11

million

completion

2021
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Technology Building, Huddersfield
CUSTOMER: The University of Huddersfield
Our remodelling and refurbishment
of the 1950s Technology Building will
deliver first-class research facilities
and support the university’s drive
towards carbon neutral status.
Works include external recladding to
create a striking new facade, critical
M&E installations and significant
service upgrades, new department
layouts — including mezzanine levels
— and improving overall accessibility.
Glazed corridors give visitors a view
of the work taking place. To reduce
energy consumption, 500 solar
panels are being installed on the roof
of the new building.
Given the short lead-up to the project
we prioritised developing technical
designs so that materials were
procured and on site, ready for the
programme start.

£5

million

With the university operating
business as usual, stringent Covid-19
safe operating procedures and
proactive communication and
coordination with the university and
stakeholders will ensure the health
and safety of site workers and the
campus population.

Key facts
• 2,750 m2
• 500 rooftop solar panels
• 150,000 kWh per year generated
• More efficient M&E services
• External recladding

“This is a major project for
us, enhancing our already
world-leading research
capability. It is also an
important investment in our
plans to become carbon
neutral.”
Professor Tim Thornton
Deputy Vice-Chancellor

completion

2022
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Centre for Sport Exercise Sciences,
Nutrition and Psychology, Newcastle
CUSTOMER: Newcastle University
Robertson completed the
latest addition to the Newcastle
University campus — The Centre
for Sport Exercise Sciences,
Nutrition and Psychology —
stepping in after the loss of the
previous contractor.
Education facilities for use by the
whole University support crossdisciplinary research and teaching.
A variety of specialist spaces — for
the Schools of Sport and Exercise
Science, Human Nutrition and
Dietetics, Psychology and Medical
Education — mean that the
building serves many disciplines.
These functional, flexible spaces,
as well as shared encounter
spaces and social breakout areas,
facilitate integrated research and
promote collaboration.

300

capacity
theatre

completed

2020

Facilities
• Lecture theatre for 300 students.
• Social learning spaces.
• Seminar rooms.
• Teaching kitchen and sensory
suite.
• Clinical suites.
• Academic and postgraduate
offices.
“Robertson helped us to fulfil our
ambitions for the building as well
as honour our commitment to local
suppliers. The team worked closely with
the University to ensure the first phase of
the building was made available to our
students for the start of the academic year.
They then worked sympathetically with
the building users to complete the final
stages of the building. This is a fantastic
facility and I am extremely grateful to the
Robertson team for the great work they did
in seeing it through to completion.”
Iain Garfield,
Director of Estates & Facilities
Newcastle University
Robertson: Higher and further education
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Grimsby Institute, Lincolnshire

CUSTOMER: The Grimsby Institute of Further & Higher Education
We refurbished teaching spaces
at the Grimsby Institute, in
preparation for the college’s
launch of the new Lincolnshire
Institute of Technology (IoT).
The upgraded facility is a
key component of the IoT, a
regional collaboration between
employers, colleges and
universities to deliver higher
education courses that close
skills gaps and provide a clear
route to technical employment.

On-time delivery for the
September student intake was
key, as was the health and safety
of our customers and site team
during Covid-19. Working closely
with the college, our programme
minimised the overlap of trades
and ensured the site team work
within government guidelines
and our own Safe Operating
Procedures to keep the project
on track.

Works include:
• internal alternations and refurbishment of 2nd floor of the Nuns
Corner Campus;
• main entrance alterations and window replacements; and
• plant room and re-roofing works to support ongoing
maintenance of the college.

£1.4

million

completed

2020
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7–8 Chambers Street, Edinburgh

CUSTOMER: The University of Edinburgh
Robertson created a new base for the
Edinburgh School of Architecture and
Landscape Architecture (ESALA), by
refurbishing a former police training
school on Chambers Street in Edinburgh.
The four-storey building features
accessible Learning and Teaching spaces
on the first two floors with a design studio
and crit space above for ESALA. The
basement is also home to a trades base
for the estates department.
Our restoration of the Category C-listed
building in the centre of Edinburgh,
designed in 1887 by David Cousin and
James Lessels, has provided a space that
can re-engage the local community while
preserving the original defining features.
We created a link through to the Category
B-listed Adam House, to allow students
easy access between the two.

£3.1

million

completed

2019
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Cochrane Park Sports Pavilion
Newcastle
CUSTOMER: Newcastle University
Robertson provided Newcastle
University with increased and
enhanced sports facilities at
Cochrane Park.
In the past this site was used
as a training venue for the 2012
Olympic Games, however, a
decline in usage led to a muchneeded update.
We refurbished the existing 1930s
changing pavilion, constructed
a new modern changing block
extension, and added a new gym,
three new 3G sports pitches with
fencing and pitch lighting as well
as an ample car park.
The new gym facility was
constructed with a specific

£5.2

million

ergometer training centre for the
university’s indoor rowing club
along with multipurpose areas
catering to a variety of sporting
activities.
The project created a new
competitive venue for Newcastle
University’s football, rugby,
lacrosse and cricket teams.
Our addition of these features
to the existing sports pavilion
at Cochrane Park improves the
student experience, benefits
the university and can generate
additional revenue — the allweather pitches can be hired
out to the general public during
evenings.

completed

2019
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Vision Tameside,
Ashton-under-Lyne
CUSTOMER: Inspired Spaces Tameside Ltd
Halfway through construction of the Vision Tameside
development the original contractor went into liquidation,
bringing the project to a halt overnight. Robertson entered
into an Early Works Agreement with Inspired Spaces
Tameside and were onsite within weeks getting the project
back on track with 95% of the original supply chain.
Tameside Council and the Advanced Skills Centre for
Tameside College share the building, relocating to make
accessibility easier for students and the public. The
development has user experience at its heart both internally
and externally: a library entrance creates a welcoming
environment; modern learning spaces; open, customerfriendly spaces for council and partner services; retail
outlets; and an outside public area with seating and
raised planters.

“I’ve never worked in a company where
they care so much about a young
person’s growth. It was great to work in
my local area and give something back
– brilliant.”
Harry Rowan, Robertson Trainee Site Manager

Raised access floors, demountable partitions and ceilings,
and loose, lightweight furnishings ensure maximum
flexibility and ease of reconfiguration to suit future
market trends.

£16

million

completed

2019
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Lister Learning and Teaching Centre,
Edinburgh
CUSTOMER: The University of Edinburgh
Robertson created two teaching and lecture facilities for
medical students at the University of Edinburgh on Roxburgh
Place, and improved access and circulation space between the
two buildings.
The project involved a series of alterations and refurbishments
to existing buildings, as well as construction of a new fivestorey link building between the two existing buildings. Phase
1 comprises 18 teaching rooms and three seminar rooms, with
associated break-out space. The facilities can accommodate
670 students.
The final phase of the project completed the refurbishment
of the Pfizer building and the new link structure. We removed
temporary works from phase one, along with temporary
partitions and screens, reconfigured M&E services, and
transformed the temporary entrance into a modern lecture
theatre.
During the project, construction students from Edinburgh
College took their learning out of the classroom and onto site.
This was part of an initiative that covered several projects across
the city, including the Lister Learning and Teaching Centre.

£6.8

million

completed

2018
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Darwin Enabling Works, Edinburgh

CUSTOMER: The University of Edinburgh
Robertson carried out enabling and extension works at
the University of Edinburgh’s King’s Buildings campus.
This paved the way for further refurbishment around The
Darwin Building, which has been further developed into
world-class research and teaching facilities.
The strength of Team Robertson was brought to bear on
this project — we used our own in-house civil engineering
team as a key part of delivering the works.
We carried out demolition of an existing two-storey Darwin
Library Building plus various outbuildings. In addition, we
created an access haul road and diverted mechanical and
electrical services, and underground utilities services.
We also built a three-storey extension to the university’s C
H Waddington Building and a new two-storey mechanical
and electrical plant building.
The University of Edinburgh is committed to developing
low carbon buildings, and to support this the project
incorporated various more sustainable features to
reduce the university’s carbon footprint. These included
low-energy lighting, intelligent ventilation systems and
exceptional levels of thermal insulation to ensure efficient
environmental control.

£12

million

completed

2018
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Teesside University, Middlesbrough

CUSTOMER: Teesside University
Robertson provides longterm hard and soft facilities
management for Teesside
University, covering four sites: The
Forge on the Darlington Campus,
Central Halls in Middlesbrough,
Fusion Hive in Stockton and
Saltersgill Sports Ground.
The Forge is a training centre that
forms part of the University’s
Darlington Campus. Our 10
employees at the site provide
grounds maintenance and soft
FM services including cleaning,
catering, security and caretaking
and oversee the delivery of
security, waste management,
sanitary services, cash collection,
pest control and window cleaning.

cleaning services. The University
wanted to improve the student
experience, and the standard
of accommodation plays a very
important role in this.
Fusion Hive is an exciting new
building on Stockton’s Northshore,
providing a hub of innovation for
ambitious technology companies.
Here our reception supervisor
provides front-of-house, finance
and hospitality services, and
we also provide grounds
maintenance.
Saltersgill pavilion provides sports
facilities for students — we provide
grounds maintenance, caretaking
and security.

Our team at Central Halls
provides security, concierge and

4

sites

26

years

hard and
soft FM
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Northumbria University
Newcastle
CUSTOMER: Northumbria University

Robertson: Higher and further education
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Northumbria University, Newcastle
Robertson has developed a trusted relationship with
Northumbria University, and since our partnership
began in 2016, we have completed multiple upgrade
and refurbishment projects on the two Newcastle
campuses, supporting the university’s commitment to
delivering a world-class student experience.
Working closely and flexibly with the estates team, we
use our expertise to design programmes that ensure ontime delivery with minimal disruption for the thousands
of staff students, staff and visitors.
Our experience of working in live campus environments,
often in busy urban locations with limited space, means
that we can deliver works safely and efficiently despite
any constraints.

Upgrades and refurbishments

Decarbonisation retrofit

• Ellison Laboratory (£170k, 6 months): created specialist
teaching laboratory and technician’s office.

This £1.2m retrofit heating and lighting project that
reduced carbon emissions and guaranteed energy
savings of £75,000 per year.

• Pandon Building (£1.5m, 7 months): remodel and full
refurbishment, providing a modern workspace and
meeting rooms for university employees.
• Squires Building (£420k, 3 months): modified entrances
and internal quad area.
• Student Hub (£900k, 3 months): designed and installed
new external facade plus a full internal refurbishment.
• Library (£250k, 3 months): refurbishment to create
student skills centre.
• Geochemistry Laboratory (£450k, 7 months): designed
and converted teaching room into geochemistry lab
with UPS system, specialist ventilation and a constant
20-degree temperature.
• E3 HLS Research Laboratory (£830k, 6 months):
designed and converted teaching room into research
laboratory with office accommodation for fellows and
professors, bespoke laboratory furniture and M&E
services.

Three buildings in the city campus were not performing
well, with energy consumption and carbon emissions
higher than they could be with old lighting, low light
output, lack of controls and inadequate and poorly
performing ventilation and cooling. Together these made
for a poor student experience in the library, Squires
Annexe and Squires Workshops.
Over a six-month period we surveyed how energy
was being used, allowing us to calculate where and
how energy savings could be achieved through new
lighting, ventilation and cooling equipment, and control
strategies. The majority of the retrofit was carried out
during the university’s summer break.
• 3,000+ LED luminaires installed, along with new daylight
and occupancy controls.
• Eight existing air handling units replaced with a single
new unit providing mechanical ventilation with heat
recovery and comfort cooling.
• Chillers replaced with air-source heat pumps.

£6

million

since

2016
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Newcastle University Building
Sciences Lab, Newcastle
CUSTOMER: Newcastle University
We delivered a new extension in the heart of the city centre
campus — one of a number of projects we have carried out for
Newcastle University.
Our project consisted of a three-storey extension covering
5,500 m2 that created enhanced workshop and design space for
architecture students.
Our experience of tight, live campus environments meant that
we could deliver the works while ensuring that the university
could maintain ‘business as usual’ for their day-to-day
operations. We maintained a very close working relationship
with the university to ensure no negative impact for students or
academics.

“A superbly managed project by all of the Robertson team
involved, particularly those based on site. They have
delivered a project on a complex and constrained site, in
the heart of a University campus with no disruption to our
ongoing activities.”
Jack Hunter, Project Manager, Newcastle University

£2.5

million

completed

2017
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REGIONAL LEADS

Get in touch
Beth Santangeli

Lindsey Hegarty

North West England
M: 07557 759 158
E: b.santangeli@robertson.co.uk

Yorkshire & East Midlands
M: 07803 262 857
E: l.hegarty@robertson.co.uk

Martin Westgate

David Mackenzie

North East England
M: 07772 834 307
E: m.westgate@robertson.co.uk

Central Scotland
M: 07798 615 356
E: d.mackenzie@robertson.co.uk

Raymond More

John McHardy

Highlands - Scotland
M: 07887 630 623
E: r.more@robertson.co.uk

East Central Scotland
M: 07816 140 266
E: j.mchardy@robertson.co.uk

Business Development Manager

Director of Development

Development Director

Business Development Director

Business Development Director

Business Development Director

Our principles are the driving force for our success
– it’s the Robertson Way:
We listen We take responsibility We are professional
We are determined to succeed We are one team
# WeAreTeamRobertson

T: 01786 431600
E: marketing@robertson.co.uk
Find us at: robertson.co.uk

